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WHEREVER YOU GO, THERE YOU ARE™  

Wherever you go, there you are. That is one best way to describe ParcelAtlas©, a National Parcel Layer 
Content Service that just went live on the Esri® Marketplace platform. ParcelAtlas is the result of a long 
collaboration between TeamAR, an Esri Silver Business Partner, and Boundary Solutions Inc., a 20-year old 
National Parcel Layer industry founder and leader. We are proud to report that ParcelAtlas data layer is 
the first ArcGIS® Online hosted dynamically updating digital parcel data service offering. It’s exposed 
geospatial features support native ArcGIS queries and analytics as well as easy downloads of selected 
features for offline use. ParcelAtlas leverages newly released functionality of ArcGIS Online, allowing an 
unlimited number of county database files to be loaded and kept current in a single ArcGIS-ready data 
layer supported by robust tax roll records linked to every parcel boundary, for use in web maps, ArcGIS 
mobile applications, ArcGIS Pro, or web applications. TeamAR’s GIS expertise harnessing the full power of 
ArcGIS Online, combined with BSI’s long years of pioneering National Parcel Layer operations, makes 
ParcelAtlas the future of property management. 

ParcelAtlas Land Use Thematic Map Across Two States and Four Counties as a Single Data Layer 

 



 

GOING_UNLIMITED_CAPACITY! 

That’s what it took to enable the entire ParcelAtlas database to operate on ArcGIS Online. Up until 
ParcelAtlas, no single data file had challenged ArcGIS Online’s upper limit. Working closely with Esri’s top 
staff, ArcGIS Online capacity was increased to UNLIMITED, meaning even more than 150M parcels can be 
loaded if needed. ParcelAtlas 300Gb National Parcel Map database is now on board as a single GIS layer 
with no upper limit going forward.  

Also, by Q1 2019, ParcelAtlas is scheduled to be improved in two ways … 
1) PHYSICAL Coverage. Expand parcel coverage to 140M parcels; 2,800 counties 
2) Tax Role Data Coverage. In partnership with Quantarium, text data coverage goes nearly universal in 
every field. 

 
ParcelAtlas is a national parcel layer operations game changer. Up until now, the only way to operate an 
online National Parcel Layer offering live Arc-ready content was to acquire thousands of countywide shp 
file databases, normalize them as needed, self-deploy online and settle back for years of keeping 
thousands countywide specific GIS files current 

OR 
LOGON to ParcelAtlas …  

ParcelAtlas TILES    FREE rendering of parcel boundaries at all high zoom ratios……………………………………  
ParcelAtlas FREE              FREE use of ParcelAtlas FEATURES limited to a 4 county metro 
ParcelAtlas FEATURES   FOR FEE online ArcGIS Pro®-ready parcel layer content with Web Feature Service 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ParcelAtlas TILES 
ParcelAtlas TILE Service is Restricted to Display of Parcel Boundaries 
Enter an address and ZOOM to any location in USA 

ParcelAtlas FEATURES 
When Zoomed in, ParcelAtlas TILE Services Changes into a ParcelAtlas FEATURE Service 
ParcelAtlas is essentially a Single 85GB Live Nationwide National Parcel Layer database 
Queries search the entire National Database unless Spatially Limited  
Entire ArcGIS Pro© Tool Box as-is ready to create desired Parcel Selection Sets 

ParcelAtlas FEATURE Selection 
All ArcGIS Pro® functionality can be applied to select parcels of interest. 
Upon Parcel Selection Set creation, all ArcGIS Pro© Functionality applies 
Selected parcels can be treated as though a shp file on the desktop 

ParcelAtlas FEATURE Service 
All ArcGIS Pro© features apply to Desired Selection Set 
One click writes Selected Features to user defined location/format 



 

 

TEAM ParcelAtlas is a joint venture of Boundary Solutions, Inc. of Mill Valley, CA, National Parcel 
Layer Service provider, ParcelAtlas Content partner, and TeamAR (Augmented Reality) of 
Nobleboro, ME, Esri Business partner, ParcelAtlas Server Partner. All final loading of ParcelAtlas 
was conducted in close collaboration with Esri’s stop staff. 

To try out ParcelAtlas, LOGON to ArcGIS Online. Subscribe to ParcelAtlas FREE.  Zoom to a desired address 
and proceed to apply all ArcGIS Pro functions to displayed parcel map content. Want to use content offline, 
outside of ArcGIS? Just take it, using ParcelAtlas’ Web Feature Service. Once you have learned the ropes, 
then subscribe to ParcelAtlas FEATURES for the same full function geospatial operations all over the USA. 

 

According to Chuck Benton of TeamAR says, “I’ve been involved in GIS since the late 80’s and this truly 
represents a huge step forward in GIS functionality. Esri’s support has been outstanding. I’m proud to be 
a member of the team that has brought this next-generation technology to the marketplace” 

According to Dennis Klein, BSI CEO of 20 years, says, “In all of my 35 years in GIS, I never thought I would 
see the entire US National Cadaster geospatial database online, live for the entire world to use with 
standard GIS software by simply Logging On. In the end, ParcelAtlas FEATURES biggest attraction, I think, 
will be ease of selecting parcels online and writing them out (exporting) for live use outside of ArcGIS 
Online. As run up to the ParcelAtlas launch, BSI has completely streamlined ParcelAtlas’ back office for 
highest possible uniformity, accuracy and seamless throughout, all-on-shore, from county to ParcelAtlas.” 

According to Andrew Stauffer, Consumer Technology Lead at Esri, “Delivering ArcGIS-ready 
content through the Marketplace is the easiest way to provide an incredibly valuable dataset to 
a community of millions that contain over 35,000 governments, thousands of non-profits, and 
over 80% of the Fortune 500. 

 

SUBSCRIPTION TERMS  
PRICE PER YEAR                                            $10,000/USER              MINIMUM 2 SUBSCRIBERS 
NOTE: Price fixed for 3 months, to be adjusted as content coverage and currency grows. 

USER MANUAL. Provides a complete comprehensive explanation of the data model, Data Development 
and Maintenance Processes and Metadata Explanation. 

METADATA BY COUNTY. Up to 18 Characteristics including version date, count, completeness and Percent 
Situs, Owner, Valuation, Use and other tax roll attributes - full explanation in the User Manual 



 

 

 

 

   

Boundary Solutions, Inc. is the custodian of the National Parcel Map Data Portal (NPDP™). As of November 2019, a 
total of 120 million parcel boundary polygons from 2,000 jurisdictions are normalized and ready for download or 
Online operation. Regardless of source format, all content is subjected to over 30 software driven modifications and 
metric recordings to assure universal internal consistency highly convenient geoserver operations. NPDP content is 
available as downloads from the NPDP FTP Site or on a transaction basis using NPDPDOWNLOAD Express. BSI offers 
industry's lowest price for bulk sales of highly current completely normalized digital parcel map databases. Boundary 
Solutions, BSI, Boundary Solutions logo, National ParcelMap Data Portal, NPDP, and Rooftop Accuracy are 
trademarks of BSI. 

Team Augmented Reality, an ESRI Business Partner, pioneered the early development of Augmented Reality (AR) 
technology for applications that exploit untapped capabilities of smart phones and tablets. TeamAR partnered with 
Boundary Solutions Inc. to source its national parcel layer content to BoundaryViewer App. to enable viewing 
property lines on the ground through your iPhone camera. In 2014, TeamAR became the Server Partner to BSI 
(content partner) to bring ParcelAtlas to market. BoundaryViewer and UTILISEE are trademarks of TeamAR. 

Quantarium, an Artificial Intelligence engineering company founded by a team of leading scientists and Ph.D.’s has 
brought a disruptive set of technologies across a broad range of markets that focus on real estate-based analytics, 
technologies and advanced engineering services. Quantarium has a unique blending of A.I. Scientists, Software 
Architects, highly knowledgeable Real Estate professionals and experts in building successful software businesses. 
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